The GUARDIANS multi-robot team is to be deployed in a large warehouse in smoke. The team is to assist firefighters search the warehouse in the event or danger of a fire. The large dimensions of the environment together with development of smoke which drastically reduces visibility, represent major challenges for search and rescue operations. The GUARDIANS robots guide and accompany the firefighters on site whilst indicating possible obstacles and the locations of danger and maintaining communications links. Design/methodology/approach In order to fulfill the aforementioned tasks the robots need to exhibit certain behaviours. Among the basic behaviours are capabilities to stay together as a group, that is, generate a formation and navigate while keeping this formation. The control model used to generate these behaviours is based on the so-called social potential field framework, which we adapt to the specific tasks required for the GUARDIANS scenario. All tasks can be achieved without central control, and some of the behaviours can be performed without explicit communication between the robots. Findings The GUARDIANS environment requires flexible formations of the robot team: the formation has to adapt itself to the circumstances. Thus the application has forced us to redefine the concept of a formation. Using the graph-theoretic terminology, we can say that a formation may be stretched out as a path or be compact as a star or wheel. We have implemented the developed behaviours in simulation environments as well as on real ERA-MOBI robots commonly referred to as Erratics. We discuss advantages and shortcomings of our model, based on the simulations as well as on the implementation with a team of Erratics. Originality/value This paper discusses the concept of a robot formation in the context of a real world application of a robot team (swarm).
Introduction
The GUARDIANS 3 (Group of Unmanned Assistant Robots Deployed In Aggregative Navigation by Scent) project is an FP6, EU funded project, which aims at developing a team (swarm) of heterogenous autonomous robots to assist fire-fighters in search and rescue operations in an industrial warehouse in the event or danger of fire (Penders et al., 2007) .
The challenge of the GUARDIANS project is to apply the team of robots to performing tasks in a real-life situation, when humans (possibly non-experts) are present on the field, and robots need to act alongside the humans and be capable of interacting with them.
The GUARDIANS scenario has been chosen after consulting the South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service, UK, referred to hereon as SYFIRE. They indicated that industrial warehouses in the emergency of fire are of major concern. Searching for victims is dangerous due to several, interrelated, factors. Firstly, the enormous dimensions of the warehouses already represent a challenge for a search, which only aggravates by the expected low visibility when smoke develops. Next are the time constraints; the amount of oxygen in the breathing apparatus of a firefighter which suffices only for about 20 minutes, crawling speed if smoke has been developed (approximately 12m a minute) -firefighters can proceed about 240m with a full tank. Taking into account that they have to negotiate 20 minutes of air between getting in and getting out the premises, the maximum advance they can make is only 120m which is less than the largest dimension of the modern warehouses. Another issue related to the time constraint is such phenomenon as flashover, which can occur very quickly (Clark, 1991) . Flashover marks the end of an effective search and rescue, as it means the death of any living being in the blazing environment. However, SYFIRE pointed out that apart from the presence of smoke, the warehouse is, in general, in a normal and orderly state. This implies that the ground is easily passable and therefore no particular restrictions on robot motion are imposed; even wheeled mini robots are suitable. The multi-robot team in the GUARDIANS projects consists mostly of mini Khepera III and middle-sized Erratic robots, presented in Figure 1 . These robots are intended to be applied in some, possibly large, quantity. An exception is the robot called Guardian, developed by the partner Robotnik Automation. This robot can be a member of a team, but also can perform certain tasks where a more powerful robot may be needed, such as carrying tools for firefighters. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to collective robotics, with a focus on GUARDIANS multi-robot team cooperation and the tasks to be performed. Section 3 describes the GUARDIANS team members/agents in detail, their 'sensing' capabilities, and formation patterns that agents should be able to produce as a self-organising team. Section 4 is dedicated to the description of the basic control model in GUARDIANS project, that provides necessary navigation behaviour patterns required of a heterogenous group of robots in the GUARDIANS scenario. Section 4 concludes with discussion on stability analysis of the proposed system. Section 5 proceeds with a description of implementation of the algorithms based on the presented control model, on the Erratics robots, and indicates the encountered challenges. The sections contain short overviews of related work whereappropriate. We decided to follow this structure in order to provide a better understanding of the work done in GUARDIANS. Section 6 briefly discusses current work and concludes the paper. The work presented here is a further extension and updating of the work presented at ICIRA 2009 (Alboul et al., 2009 ).
Collective robotics
Collective, or Team, robotics can be divided into two major streams: accidental or non-intentional cooperation and intentional cooperation (Rybski et al., 1998) . Conventionally, the Swarm robotics paradigm is associated with non-intentional cooperation; cooperation just happens and emerges from the group behaviour without being made explicit. Intentional cooperation can be described as combining particular behaviours aiming at an explicit goal. Robots interacting with people can comprise both aspects, whereas people, in general, interact intentionally with robots.
GUARDIANS robot team cooperation
The GUARDIANS robots team should exercise certain cooperative behaviours to fulfil the tasks assigned to them. The tasks can be roughly split into two main categories. The tasks of the first category provide direct assistance to fire-fighters, such as guiding a firefighter, accompanying them and providing them with environmental information such as indicating obstacles and locations of danger. The second category comprises the so-called supportive tasks that can be fulfilled without a human squad-leader, such as deployment on site, positioning as beacons and maintaining communication. Some tasks of both categories overlap, such as searching and navigating the environment; the main difference is that in the first category the robots act within the immediate vicinity of the human, and therefore their sensor range covers only a relatively small area of the environment, whereas in the second category of tasks the robots can disperse on site and therefore the perception of the environment is more global. In both categories both non-intentional and intentional cooperation are applied. Therefore, some developments from the field of Swarm robotics are used. Swarm robotics research is distinguished by the following criteria (Sahin, 2005) : a swarm consists of (i) a large number, of (ii) homogenous, (iii) autonomous, (iv) relatively incapable or inefficient robots with (v) local sensing and communication capabilities. The GUARDIANS group of robots does not comply directly to this definition. First of all, the group consists of non-homogenous robots (different either by physical parameters, or by their functionality), and human agents can be also part of the group. Secondly, the number of robots in the group may not be very large in particular if robots accompany a firefighter. However, some characteristics of a swarm are present as well. The GUARDIANS group does not have a predetermined size, and due to huge dimensions of a warehouse a large number of robots may be required to fulfil tasks in the second category (criterion (i)). Communication with the outside might not be possible and the human being will be busy ensuring their own safety, thus autonomy (criterion (iii)) is a requirement. A single robot cannot do much in a large warehouse (criterion (iv)) and as communication cannot be guaranteed the robot cannot help but rely on local information (criterion (v)). Swarm robotics is also often divided into so-called communicative-less and communicative robotics. The former case, in general, means that 'communication' is assumed to be implicit, i.e. robots react to each other via 'sensing' the environment without explicitly exchanging messages, whereas in a communicative swarm robots can exchange information. In GUARDIANS both types of swarm robotics are used; some more details are given in Section 3 and Section 4. The GUARDIANS project uses developments from the swarm robotics field whenever appropriate and in what follows the term 'swarm' is also used to describe corresponding behaviours.
In this paper we focus mostly on basic navigation behaviours of multi-robot or humanrobot teams, which have to be achieved without central and on-line control. The behaviours described are needed in both categories of GUARDIANS robots' tasks, and they are essential when robots directly assist the firefighter. For more information on the second category of tasks see, for example, (Witkowski et al., 2008; Alboul et al., 2010) . The navigation behaviours described in this paper, generally speaking, can also be achieved without explicit communication and therefore can still be applicable when communication links are severed. In this case we can speak of non-intentional cooperation. The generated global behaviour is relatively independent of the number of robots in the team, thus the team is also robust to failures of individual robots. These behaviours can be enhanced if the robots communicate, and thus cooperation becomes intentional. We touch upon this enhancement in Section 5.
Brief overview of swarm robotics research
Initially, robot swarm research has been focused on mostly centralised approaches (Liu et al., 1989; Barraquand et al., 1992) , aiming either at motion planning (Latombe, 1991; Lee, 2004) or leader domination . However, large number of robots generate dynamic behaviour for which central control is computationally expensive and difficult and centralised motion planning is not appropriate when many agents are involved. Nevertheless, centralised approaches to path-planning are still used, in particular when a smooth trajectory is desired (Belta and Kumar, 2002) . Recent research emphasises autonomy of the robots (criterion (iii)) and applies distributive control approaches which reduce computational complexity, scalable, provide robustness to failures, and is preferable when no high-order precision is required. Many of these approaches are inspired by natural phenomena. Such approaches include behaviouralbased robotics (Balch and Arkin, 1998) , artificial potential functions (Reif and Wang, 1999; Egerstedt and Hu, 2001; Gazi and Passino, 2004a; Gazi, 2005a,b) , virtual agents or virtual structures (Bachmayer and Leonard, 2002; P.Ögren et al., 2002) , artificial springs (Shucker et al., 2006; Li et al., 2009) , and probabilistic robotics (Stilwell et al., 2005) . Some approaches use optimisation criteria from game theory for navigation control (Wangermann and Stengel, 1999) and robot distribution or area coverage (Cortes et al., 2004) . There are also works dealing with improving system performance through adaptation and learning (Patnaik et al., 2005; Uchibe et al., 1999; . Some of these works use global information while others are based on local interactions and rules. Moreover, besides bio-inspired models there is current research interest in control-theoretic approaches (Desai, 2001; Muhammad and Egerstedt, 2003) , as well as in combined approaches where cooperative control is based on a set of control rules (Tanner et al., 2003a) . Surveys on recent advances and the state of the art in swarms can be found in (Dorigo and Sahin, 2004; Sahin and Spears, 2005; Kumar et al., 2005 ) and a web database on swarm robotics related literature has been compiled at the site 4 .
GUARDIANS team description
In the GUARDIANS scenario the main performers are robots, humans and obstacles, which we identify as classes of GUARDIANS agents. These classes are:
The class of robots, which may be heterogenous, can be split in several sub-classes of homogenous robots and robots may be either holonomic or non-holonomic. The agents are situated in a domain D ⊂ R 2 . In a real-life situation of fire fighting, humans in general move in groups of two: one person takes the role of the leader and the second follows and communicates with the outside (see Fig. 2 ). However, we assume that only one human being is present and that the human takes over the role of leader. Nevertheless the tasks of the robot team is not just to follow the human but also to assist him/her to navigate safely and prevent the human from colliding with obstacles. To a certain extent, robots take the role of the second firefighter acting as a reference unit. The human does not communicate to the robots and is in this context beyond control and performs two basic behaviours: standing still or moving. The robots have to organize themselves formations either surrounding or following the firefighter and maintain this formation throughout.
Robots and humans are referred to as active agents, and obstacles as passive correspondingly.
The robots act independently and asynchronously. We also assume that they are oblivious, meaning that they do neither remember observations nor computations performed in previous steps contrary to the assumptions made in (Fazenda and Lima, 2007) . However, this assumption can be relaxed in order to produce more stable behaviours (see Section 6). The sensing range of each robot may vary from zero to infinity. We refer to the sensing range of a robot as its visibility domain. In the current section the field of view of each robot is supposed to be 360 degrees, resulting in a circular visibility domain. Let us note that a robot can have several visibility domains each for each sensor installed on the robot. However, we can select one main visibility domain and do all the reasoning with respect to it.
We assign to a human a passive visibility domain, which equate to the visibility domain of a robot. This means that if a robot has a human in its visibility domain, the human 'has' a robot in their (passive) visibility domain that coincides with the visibility domain of the robot. This assumption does not produce the loss of generality, but simplifies reasoning about the system. We assume that each robot can 'recognise' humans and distinguish robots from obstacles and humans. In computational simulations this is done by indicating the class of an agent, for example, by assigning a specific flag to the agents of the same class. In practice, this can be achieved in various ways. Depending on the sensors a tracking system can be developed, focussing on characteristics of the stepping feet (of a human) (Nomdedeu et al., 2008) . Other techniques (for communicating robots) which are being developed and tested in the GUARDIANS consortium, include the use of ultrasonic sensors, radio signal intensity, and Infrared sensors. In our implementation trials the robots are able to localise themselves and the other robots in their visibility domains by using a rough map of the environment provided to them. We do not involve here explicit interaction between a robot team and a firefighter, as human-robot interface development does not belong to the basic behaviours of the robot teams. We refer the reader to related papers of the GUARDIANS consortium members . In the GUARDIANS scenario, formations are defined as groups of agents establishing and maintaining a certain configuration without a predetermined shape (opposite to the assumption taken, for example, in (Gazi and Passino, 2004b; Baldassarre et al., 2003) ) but without spreading too much from each other. One of the requirement for the GUARDIANS (human)-multirobot formation is its adaptability: formations can be stretched and deformed when obstacles are in the close vicinity since the firefighter has to be protected and escorted at all times. Considering a group of agents as a graph (network) where each agent represents a node, and agents are interconnected via their visibility domains, we can define formation as follows: Our definition of formation is similar to the definition of the formation given in (Tanner et al., 2004) . Neither initial positions, nor final positions of agents are predefined. To some extent, this definition also complies with the definition proposed in (et al., 2004) , where the group determines autonomously the most appropriated assignment of positions in the formation. The definition of formation given above can be specified further. Indeed, both configurations presented in Figure 3 comply with Definition 1. Both configurations can be useful for the GUARDIANS scenario. The one on the left can occur when a group passes a narrow passage, and the one the right may be desirable in an open space. The connected graph that describes a formation may contain loops.
Human-multi-robot team formations
Definition 2. Degree g, g = 1, ..., n − 1 of
a formation is defined as the minimum number of the visibility domains that contain a spanning tree of the graph of the formation. g is set to ∞ if there are agents without virtual links in their visibility domains.
Note that if g = ∞ it means that there is no formation according to definition 1 of formation. In Figure 3 maximal (g = n−1) and minimal (g = 1) formations are depicted. In the former case, using the terminology of graph theory, we can say that the resulting formation represents a path. In the latter case the 'visibility' domain of the firefighter, which is depicted by a dashed line, contains all the robots, and the obtained graph can be varied from a star through to a wheel to a complete graph. For example, depending on the sensor used the visibility domain of a robot with respect to the human can be of (much) larger radius than the 'robot-robot' visibility domain, and in this case the star graph can occur. In the given picture the resulting graph is a wheel. For more detail regarding basic concepts of graph theory, we refer the reader, for example, to the book (Gross and Yellen, 1999) .
Discussion on formation modelling
Formation control of a group of agents has received a considerable amount of attention in the literature. We can say that most of the papers where control strategies are applied concern one or another type of agent formation. Generally speaking, the term 'formation' is not uniquely defined. In many papers, formations are seen as fixed structures. Fixed might be either the shape, or the distance between involved agents, or the initial or final positions of agents (Baldassarre et al., 2003; Egerstedt and Hu, 2001; Gazi, 2005b) . In some applications this may be necessary, for example, if robots need to carry a certain object; however in many real-life applications, where dynamics is involved, this may not only be unnecessary but even undesirable. Indeed, if a group of agents needs to move around a complex environment, such as in the GUARDIANS scenario, flexibility is a must so that agents can be spread around or form a tight group depending on the geometry, other features of the environment or specific requirements. Also a desirable feature is the scalability of the formation, i.e. that loss or addition of an agent does not break formation. In (Kostelnik et al., 2002 ) the studied formations are scalable, however the shape of formation is required to be preserved. Also in (Kostelnik et al., 2002 ) each robot has a unique ID, contrary to our approach where robots, in most cases, are considered anonymous. Our definition of formation is similar to the concept of neighbouring graph in (Tanner et al., 2003a) . One of the properties of the formation graph in Definition 1 is that the graph is undirected, however the indicated property can be relaxed, for example, by assuming that an edge might be situated in the visibility domain of only one node. This situation is possible, when a group of heterogenous robots is involved equipped with sensors with different fields of view, and it will transform the formation into a directed graph. Another possibility is to consider formations as multi-layered structures, by taking Definition 1 as the basic layer, that can be further enhanced by attaching certain attributes to its edges and nodes. Such an approach may be particularly useful if dynamic interactions between agents are taken into consideration.
Control model
As follows from the description of the GUARDIANS multi-robot team, the robots should exercise the following behaviours: 1) collision avoidance, 2) obstacle avoidance, 3) formation generation, and 4) formation keeping. Our approach to achieve these behaviours is based on the social potential field framework, which was introduced by Reif and Wang (Reif and Wang, 1999) . The method for generating navigation behaviour patterns in mixed human-robot groups in complex environments has been initially discussed in . We define Robot-Human, Robot-Robot and Robot-Obstacle Potential Functions. The robots have to avoid collisions with the human and obstacles, and at the same time be able to approach and keep the human within their sensor range. While robots 'sense' the fire-fighter they execute repulsion behaviour among themselves. In the case if a group of robots has lost a fire-fighter in their visibility domain, we would like that the robot do not disperse and therefore an attraction force is applied towards the robots in a 'lost' robot's visibility domain. We also take into consideration the physical dimensions of the robots and humans, therefore the general form of our potential functions is the following: Therefore, the potential functions are defined as follows:
1. Robot-human potential function P Human between the robot r i and the Human H is:
where k hrr , k hra , w hrr and w hra are scaling parameters, and d H r i is the distance between the robot r i and the human H. 2. Robot-Robot Potential function P Robot between the robot r i and the robot r j is, in the presence of the human in the robot visibility domain, is defined In the presence of the human we assume that robots avoid each other, by exerting on each other the repulsive force IR (i, j) , the magnitude of which is determined by the derivative P rr (r i j ) of P Robot (d In the absence of the human in the visibility domain of a robot, the force acting on the robot by other robots in its visibility domain becomes a combination of attraction and repulsion similar to the potential function between the robot and the human in order to avoid spreading robots in the site. The corresponding function is:
where k rr , k ra , w rr and w ra are scaling parameters, and d r j r i is the distance between the robot r i and the robot r j . 3. Robot-Obstacle Potential function P Robot is defined between the robot r i and the obstacle O s as
where k ro and w ro are scaling parameters and d O s r i is the distance between the robot r i and the obstacle O s . We assume that robots avoid the obstacles and therefore do not introduce the 'attraction' term.
The social potential function P Social of r i is defined as the sum of the aforementioned potential functions:
The artificial force − → F Arti (X r i ) which is 'acting' on robot r i is, therefore, computed as the sum of gradients of corresponding potential functions:
Graphs of the described Robot-Human, Robot-Robot (when the human is not present in the visibility domain of a robot) and Robot-Obstacle Potential functions are given in Parameters The parameters of all the employed potential functions are shown in Table  1 . This selection is roughly based on the specifications and characteristics of the considered system. We use the dimensions of an Erratic robot (given in Table 2 ), but it can be easily adapted to other types of robots. For example, the robot's size determines the value of the contact distance, i.e. for the robot-obstacle potential function w ro represents the distance at which the edges of the robot and the obstacle may come into physical contact. The value (w ro = 0.49) is obtained as the sum of the Erratic robot radius r Err ≈ 0.29 and safety margin, which we put equal to 20 cm . Similar criteria are used for the robot-robot (w rr ,w ra ) and robot-human (w hrr ,w hra ) contact distances. In the case of robots the contact distance w rr = 0.98 between two robots is chosen to be twice the contact distance determined for a robot and an obstacle, as both robots can move. Both parameters w ra and w hra are equal to the radius of the visibility of a robot, which is equal to 4 m ( the range of the LRF Hokuyo equipped on a robot). The parameter k ro in the potential function (4) determines at which distance the repulsive potential starts pushing the robot away from the obstacle. Choosing k ro = 5 ensures that robot r i will not start avoiding the obstacles up to approximately d O s r i = 1.5 meters. This is done in order to decrease the possible oscillating of a robot. In order to avoid very large forces acting on robots, we set the values of the potential functions to be constant. In the given examples this constant is equal to 5 at distances close to contact limits or to the radii of the visibility domains. Therefore are potential functions are non-smooth. There are similarities with the potential functions studied in (Tanner et al., 2003a ), but they did not consider, for example, contact distances, and the forms of the functions used are different.
Stability considerations
Artificial potential fields have been extensively used for modelling collective behaviours and distributive control of a group of robots due to their capacity of expressing various interaction patterns. Potential functions have been used successfully in multi-robot navigation for obstacle avoidance (Krogh, 1984; Penders et al., 1994) , robot aggregation (Gazi and Passino, 2004b,a) , and robot formation keeping (Song and Kumar, 2002; Schneider and Wildermuth, 2005) . However, the control models, based on artificial potential fields, have drawbacks such as local minima. Therefore stability and convergence analysis is important in order to establish robustness and limitations of the proposed models. In general, the models based on artificial potential functions, are discontinuous which makes it hard to analyze behaviorial performance analytically, as the stability of the discontinuous dynamics involves, in general, differential inclusions and non-smooth analysis. Such analysis, if performed, often involves bulky computations (Song and Kumar, 2002; Ögren et al., 2004; Tanner et al., 2003b) The stability analysis of our control model is based on geometric concepts which allow avoiding heavy computation while providing qualitative proofs of attainability of desired formations under certain conditions. Some results on stability analysis were presented in . The results obtained are similar to those in (Tanner et al., 2003b) , but achieved without performing bulky computations. In cases 2) and 3) some robots may be lost due to the fact that an obstacle will appear in their visibility domain which may break the formation. We can conclude that formation maintenance depends on visibility maintenance of the robots involved. The important condition that would prevent undesirable local minima is that the robots have to be in formation, as defined in Section 2, at any step. It means that a robot may not 'sense' the leader/human/goal at any step, but a chain (path) must exist consisting of 'formation' edges, that connects the robot to the leader/human/goal. Some authors realise this (without explicitly formulating neither sufficient nor necessary conditions). However, in order to avoid local minima, all robots are either assumed to be able to sense the leader or its equivalent at any step, or be able to reproduce the previous steps of the leader (Ögren et al., 2004; Fazenda and Lima, 2007) . This leads to extensive computation and higher complexity of the corresponding algorithms.
Examples of Implementation
Our framework has been tested using and Player/Stage software 5 that allows their direct application to real robots. Simulation results comply with the theoretical considerations regarding formation generation and maintenance, and show that our algorithms are robust and capable to deal with teams of different sizes and failure of individual agents, both robots and humans.
Algorithm The pseudocode of the algorithm that uses the Social Potential Forces approach for the implementation in the real-world scenario is given in Algorithm 1. Each robot calculates the resulting social potential force (F x , F y ) which determines the velocity of each robot (v x , v y ). We use a discrete-time approximation to the continuous behaviour of the robots, with time-step ∆t. The speed of the robots is bounded to a maximum velocity V max . The output of the compute motion algorithm is a direction and a speed of the robot.
Algorithm 1 Compute motion
1: for all robots but current robot j do 2: determine the distance r to robot i, i = j 3: determine the polar angular coordinate θ to r i 4:
18: move the robot with the calculated speed in the determined direction System description The approach has been tested on Erratic's mobile platforms. Four Erratic platforms equipped with: 1) On board computer equipped with wi-fi; and 2) Hokuyo Laser Rangefinder (LRF), model URG-04LX (Finder), 'participated' in the trials. One Erratic is depicted in Fig. 5 . As one can see, the robot is equipped with a circularly-shaped additional structure. This has been done in order that robots can detect on another by using the LRF mounted on it. In the performed trial detection was used only for avoiding collisions between the robots, however the aforementioned structure can also be used for robot recognition (by analyzing the laser scan profiles). Initially the tests were conducted without a human agent; and one of the robots 'played' the role of a firefighter. Later the tests were performed with a human.
The implementation of our algorithms in the real-world scenario with the Erratic robots represented a challenging issue. Most of the efforts focussed on achieving a reliable way of detecting the components of the mixed multi-robot and human team without using any sort of tracking system. The considered solution required the design of an architecture environment capable of implementing different robot behaviors (aggregation and following), handle communication, run distinct robot navigation algorithms (localization and collision avoidance), define different agent types, interact with the hardware involved (actuators and sensors), interface with the users and everything combined with different software platforms (Player, Javaclient and JADE).
In order to mimic relative robot detection and distance estimation (still under development), robots were provided with a map of the environment in which they localise themselves by using the Adaptive Monte-Carlo localisation method. The map, however, was only approximate, as not all obstacles were included. The robots in the trials were communicating in order to exchange information about their positions. JADE (Java Agent Development Environment) 6 was used to take care of the agent's life-cycle and other agent-related issues. JADE provides a runtime environment and agent communication and management facilities for rapid and robust agent-based developments. In our demonstration we have developed several different types of agent, each one having a clear role in the demo. Note that agents here are different from the agents described in Section 3. Each agent is composed of a set of behaviours that determines how it acts or reacts to stimuli. For our demos we have developed several communication, swarming, and following behaviours, and assigned them in different ways to different agent types to get a set of multi-functional agents. By doing so, we are able to share the robots and human poses through the whole team, allowing swarming techniques to take advantage of these essential data. JADE agents, used in the GUARDIANS system, are the following: -PlayerRobotAgent. This agent represents the n robots that organise themselves into formation around the human. Each robot makes use of the map interface, the Erratic robot driver, the amcl (adaptive monte-carlo localization) interface, the potential field based motion coordination and the Javaclient for Player. -CoordinatorAgent. This agent overcomes limitation of the sensors to distinguish and identify the robots relative positions. The main task of the coordinator is to collect the absolute positions of the robots and compile a list of other robots in absolute coordinates. -PlayerFireFighterAgent. This agent runs on the laptop the human is carrying. It provides the ability to supply position and orientation data to the underlying Player instance and also to the coordinator agent. Both Player clients and JADE agents are informed of the Humans pose. -PlayerFollowerRobotAgent. This agent follows the human, tracking his position relative to its own, and informing the PlayerFireFighterAgent of the human's absolute position within the environment. -PlayerPosePublisherRobotAgent. This agent is used to simulate the human behaviour in the absence of human. Basically it is a remote controlled robot whose motion is totally independent of the other robots. It has the map interface, the amcl driver, the Erratic robot driver, the joystick interface and the javaclient for Player.
Some implementations were demonstrated during the evaluation of the GUARDIANS project's progress in Brussels in January 2009, later improved in Benicassim and finally demonstrated in Sheffield at the SYFIRE Training Centre where they were met enthusiastically by the audience. In the first trial, described in (Alboul et al., 2009) , the human was not present and its role was 'performed' by the teleoperated robot. In the later trial in Benicassim, the human was included in the team, but a special robot followed the firefighter by tracking their feet (Nomdedeu et al., 2008) . This robot communicated the coordinates of the firefighter to the other robots. All robots were autonomous. As the set-ups in the trials were different, different combinations the JADE agents were used.
In Fig. 7 and 8 a sequence of video snapshots of the experiments in Benicassim are presented demonstrating formation generation and formation keeping by a group of Erratic's robots and a human (playing the role of the firefighter). Experiment evaluation There are no generally accepted global criteria to evaluate a swarm systems performance, except some notable exceptions as the measures of flexibility in (Fukuda et al., 1998) , and the measures of behavioral difference in (Balch and Hybinette, 2000) . From this, it follows that studies on performance have to address specific tasks, environments, and robots. The main goal of the implementation trials was to demonstrate that robots are able to generate a formation and keep the formation while following a human. The experiments consisted of placing the mobile robots at different starting positions but situating the human at the same starting point for all the different trials.
In our study, experiments have been set in such a way that it was possible to compare simulation and real-world experiments. In total there were 4 robots and 1 human. The map of the environment was taken and reproduced in the simulation environment. The initial robots' positions and the position of the human in simulation experiments and in the real-world trails were set the same. Several parameters then were compared, such as time to generate a formation, trajectories of the robots and human, travelling time, distances between robots, computation time and others. The results of one of the trials are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 . In Figure 9 formation generation results are shown. At the beginning of each trial the human remained still and the robots started moving to generate a formation. Some time was given to the robots to reach their stable situation, which was achieved when the mobile platforms became motionless. In the left picture simulation results are presented, and in the right picture the results of formation generation by real robots are depicted. When the robots stabilized, the human started slowly moving a specific distance in a straight line; in our case this distance was approximately seven meters. When the human had reached the destination they remained still again until the robots had reached a stable position once more. At this point the trial was considered as over. The trajectories of the robots and the human both in a simulated experiment and in the corresponding real-world experiment are shown in Figure 10 .
Work in development
The experiments implemented on real robots comply with the behaviour patterns predicted by the theoretical considerations and simulations results. Currently we are concentrating on generalisation of our control model by introducing limited memory to the robot agents, that we call the 'two memory steps' schema. In this schema a robot that is completely lost follows the direction of its previous time-step. At present, a robot that loses both robots and the human in its visibility domain, either stops or randomly moves. Simulation results are promising; lost robots are capable of rejoining the team when the environment is not too complex. Actually we are developing a framework that will combine the described basic behaviours with other behaviours, such as wall following, 'previous direction' following and allow easy 'switch' between behaviours. We are also working on robot-robot recognition when there is no map. We are testing other sensors such as ultrasound, as well as methods based on special labelling, such as attaching to a robot a specific shape pattern. Experiments on the latter approach have already been performed and recognition worked well (Alboul et al., 2010) . In the future we are planning to extend the method to robot teams of arbitrary sizes and non-uniform visibility domains (either by their geometric profiles, and/or by ranges). In our trials we will further evaluate performance of robotic teams with special emphasis on fault tolerance and scalability.
